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A liquid nitrogen immersion cryostat for optical measurements
Steven S. Andrews and Steven G. Boxera)

Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-5080
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A liquid nitrogen immersion cryostat has been developed for optical measurements. Liquid nitrogen
in the sample chamber is kept free of bubbles and schlieren by the use of a cooling jacket of
sacrificial liquid nitrogen, which is kept at a lower pressure than the sample chamber. This design
has proven especially useful for volatile liquid samples, where direct electrical connections, rapid
sample freezing, and efficient heat dissipation are required, but it can also accommodate a wide
variety of other samples. The cryostat is compact, easy to use, and relatively inexpensive. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!01509-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is often useful to conduct optical spectroscopic expe
ments at cryogenic temperatures, as absorption feature
usually narrower and more sharply resolved at low tempe
tures, sample degradation is slowed, and it is often poss
to trap unstable intermediates. Optical experiments are o
performed at liquid helium temperatures, but liquid heliu
experiments are complex and expensive, and liquid nitro
temperature~around 77 K! suffices for many applications
Optical cryostats are commercially available, for exam
from Janis,1 Oxford,2 and MMR Technologies,3 and these
either use a cold-finger or a gas heat exchange design. F
cold-finger system, the sample holder is cooled through
mechanical attachment to a cooling element, which is coo
by a variety of means including boiling liquid nitrogen, bo
ing liquid helium, or Joule–Thompson cooling. The sam
holder and cooling element need to be surrounded by a g
vacuum of less than 5 mTorr to minimize heat trans
through the surrounding air. In the gas heat exchange de
the sample is surrounded by cooled vapor, which is eithe
static exchange gas independent of the cryogen or is v
from the cryogen.

Several aspects of the cold-finger design present p
lems for many experiments:~i! liquid samples need to be i
a well sealed sample holder to prevent evaporation an
bubbling prior to freezing and upon application of the gua
vacuum; ~ii ! samples are cooled relatively slowly, ofte
causing glass-forming solvents to crystallize or solutions
precipitate;~iii ! it is difficult to precisely control the sampl
temperature, especially in the presence of sample heatin
absorption of light or electrical impedance;~iv! electrical
connections to liquid or frozen samples are difficult due
the fact that the holder needs to be sealed; and~v! exchang-
ing samples requires a half-hour or longer since the vacu
needs to be released, and often the entire cryostat needs
warmed. Gas heat exchange cryostats solve many of t
problems since the sample space is at atmospheric pre
and the sample is surrounded by cold vapor. However,
cooling rate is often too slow, and the evaporation rate

a!Electronic mail: sboxer@leland.stanford.edu
3560034-6748/2000/71(9)/3567/3/$17.00
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high for certain samples. For example, we were unable
perform vibrational Stark effect measurements effectively4,5

until the development of the cryostat design described bel
Confronted with these difficulties, we have developed

liquid nitrogen immersion cryostat for optical measureme
which has most of the same advantages as the gas hea
change design, but also allows for very rapid sample cool
The principle difficulty with liquid immersion cryostats i
distortion and scattering of light by cryogen bubbles a
schlieren.6 This was solved by surrounding the sample cha
ber by a jacket of sacrificial liquid nitrogen which is at low
pressure than the nitrogen in the sample chamber.7 The sac-
rificial nitrogen in the jacket boils continuously, but is not
problem since it is out of the optical path. A cryostat whi
is functionally similar but structurally quite different wa
designed by Lo˜hmus and co-workers for high pressure op
cal measurements.8

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CRYOSTAT

A schematic view of the immersion cryostat is shown
Fig. 1.9 The vacuum shroud and instrument skirt were p
chased from Janis Technologies~SuperTran model! and used
without modification. As these parts are not cooled, rubbe
rings are used to seal the windows and the different sect
of the external assembly; calcium fluoride, potassium b
mide, and other delicate window materials all work we
Inside the vacuum chamber are three concentric tubes: a
walled, polished aluminum tube which serves as a radia
shield and does not hold a pressure difference; a stain
steel tube which creates the outside of the liquid nitrog
cooling jacket; and a stainless steel tube which forms b
the inside of the nitrogen jacket and the outside of the sam
chamber. The inner tube has a 3.8 cm diam, which sets
maximum size of a sample. The stainless steel tubes con
at the bottom in a window assembly, which was machin
from a single piece of stainless steel, and which holds t
25-mm-diam optical windows in place in the front and bac
sealed with indium wire. The cooling jacket extends dow
the sides of the window assembly and below the wind
assembly for maximal cooling and to speed the initial co
down. The bottom of the window assembly has caps for b
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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the sample and the jacket regions. With the exception of
radiation shield, which is held in place by bolts, all metal
metal connections were made by either welding or brazi

For the internal windows, which separate the sam
chamber from the guard vacuum, Cleartran10 ~Janos Tech-
nology!, broad-band antireflection coated Cleartran~Spectral
Systems!, and fused silica windows~CVI Laser Company!
have all been used successfully, whereas calcium fluo
windows~Janos! tended to crack upon repeated cooling. T
windows were installed in a uniform manner, by tighteni
screws gradually and in an alternating pattern, to avoid o
cal depolarization due to strained crystals. Depolarizat
with the fused silica windows at 800 nm is below 1%.11 The
clear aperture diameter is 19 mm, leading to an optical
cess of f/1.3. The sample is suspended from a hollow 0
cm-diam fiberglass rod which is partially filled with epox
glue, and which also serves as a conduit for electrical c
nections. Samples can be immersed quickly for rapid fre
ing and can be exchanged in only a few minutes, or m
faster if a second sample holder rod is used.

The cryostat has been used in two different modes, b
of which eliminate bubbles in the sample chamber and o
cal path:~i! with the sample chamber at atmospheric press
and the jacket at reduced pressure, and~ii ! with the jacket at
atmospheric pressure and the sample chamber at elev

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the optical immersion cryostat, sho
in 1/4 scale.
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pressure. For the former situation, the cooling jacket is c
tinuously pumped with a diaphragm pump,12 thereby lower-
ing the boiling point in the jacket and lowering the tempe
ture of both regions. In this manner, the sample tempera
is typically around 74 K, but can be lowered to 64 K wi
sufficient pumping. Bubbles are prevented because the liq
nitrogen in the sample chamber is at atmospheric pres
and is cooled to several degrees below its boiling point~77 K
at 1 atm.!. In the second mode, the nitrogen jacket is l
open to the atmosphere, which simplifies refilling and
moves the need for a diaphragm pump. When a sampl
immersed and the sample chamber is sealed, the sa
chamber pressure naturally builds, which rapidly stops
bubbling. Initial excess pressure is relieved with a 10
pressure relief valve, but there is no loss of nitrogen in
sample chamber during stable operation. In either configu
tion, about 10 min are required for initial cool down an
optical measurements can be made within a minute
sample immersion.

The nitrogen hold time is approximately 6 h before re-
filling is required, and the nitrogen regions can be refilled
often as desired. This is particularly important for applic
tions where long-term signal averaging under constant c
ditions is required. When the sample region is filled, t
liquid nitrogen is filtered through a paper filter to remove a
suspended snow due to condensed water.

Infrared transmission of the cooled cryostat, using an
reflection coated Cleartran windows, is about 80% over m
of the midinfrared region, with the rest of the light being lo
due to reflection losses from the windows. Also, liquid nitr
gen has a weak absorption band at 2345 cm21,13 but the 4.3
cm path length in the sample chamber results in absorp
of over 90% of the light between 2310 and 2385 cm21. For
situations where this particular frequency is of interest, liqu
oxygen has been used successfully as a cryogen, acc
plished by condensing oxygen into the cryostat from a
cylinder. Both the nitrogen and oxygen used had suffici
water either dissolved or suspended in the cryogens to
apparent in the infrared spectra, but this was not sufficien
cause significant problems in those regions of the spect
or to lead to any observable scattering at other frequenc
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6When liquid He is pumped below its lambda point, it exhibits ma
desirable properties for optical measurements and such cryostats
widely used. Unfortunately these experiments are complex, costly,
time consuming. The present cryostat design offers many of the ad
tages of pumped He systems, though, of course, not the very low tem
ture.

7Another technique for suppressing bubbles in liquid nitrogen is to ge
flow helium vapor over the surface of the liquid. This simple but poor
known method is not as effective as the nitrogen jacket.
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